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Status: Closed Start date: 2013-08-07

Priority: Must have Due date:  

Assignee: Nicole Cordes % Done: 100%

Category: Tests Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version: next-patchlevel   

TYPO3 Version: 6.2 Complexity:  

PHP Version:  Is Regression:  

Tags:  Sprint Focus:  

Description

If the system is already translated into French two tests in Localization\Parser\LocallangXmlParserTest fail. This is because another

localization file is taken where test strings are not included.

Associated revisions

Revision 69f458f9 - 2013-08-27 11:07 - Nicole Cordes

[BUGFIX] Tests in Localization\Parser\LocallangXmlParserTest fail

If the system is already translated into French two tests in

Localization\Parser\LocallangXmlParserTest fail. This is because another

localization file is taken where test strings are not included.

As the tested functions can't work system independent, the test has to

make sure no system dependencies are used. Therefore the patch

introduces a new language "md5" to prove the workflow.

Resolves: #50870

Releases: 6.2, 6.1, 6.0

Change-Id: I64e8864a7d746c4f5c278f5e67d8dae068d8f920

Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/22918

Reviewed-by: Christian Kuhn

Tested-by: Christian Kuhn

Reviewed-by: Stefan Neufeind

Tested-by: Stefan Neufeind

Revision ed32255d - 2013-08-27 11:08 - Nicole Cordes

[BUGFIX] Tests in Localization\Parser\LocallangXmlParserTest fail

If the system is already translated into French two tests in

Localization\Parser\LocallangXmlParserTest fail. This is because another

localization file is taken where test strings are not included.

As the tested functions can't work system independent, the test has to

make sure no system dependencies are used. Therefore the patch

introduces a new language "md5" to prove the workflow.

Resolves: #50870

Releases: 6.2, 6.1, 6.0

Change-Id: I64e8864a7d746c4f5c278f5e67d8dae068d8f920

Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/23351

Reviewed-by: Stefan Neufeind

Tested-by: Stefan Neufeind

Revision af3fefb6 - 2013-08-27 11:08 - Nicole Cordes

[BUGFIX] Tests in Localization\Parser\LocallangXmlParserTest fail

If the system is already translated into French two tests in

Localization\Parser\LocallangXmlParserTest fail. This is because another

localization file is taken where test strings are not included.
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As the tested functions can't work system independent, the test has to

make sure no system dependencies are used. Therefore the patch

introduces a new language "md5" to prove the workflow.

Resolves: #50870

Releases: 6.2, 6.1, 6.0

Change-Id: I64e8864a7d746c4f5c278f5e67d8dae068d8f920

Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/23350

Reviewed-by: Stefan Neufeind

Tested-by: Stefan Neufeind

History

#1 - 2013-08-07 13:28 - Gerrit Code Review

- Status changed from New to Under Review

Patch set 1 for branch master has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/22918

#2 - 2013-08-07 14:16 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 2 for branch master has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/22918

#3 - 2013-08-26 22:04 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 3 for branch master has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/22918

#4 - 2013-08-27 11:07 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_6-1 has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/23350

#5 - 2013-08-27 11:07 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_6-0 has been pushed to the review server.

It is available at https://review.typo3.org/23351

#6 - 2013-08-27 11:30 - Nicole Cordes

- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved

- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset af3fefb6bffebef897466fd9a3eee419c8fea532.

#7 - 2018-10-02 12:12 - Benni Mack

- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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